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Question: 1

A Skill Builder is creating a question and answer skill on AWS Lambda. The builder wants to store the

question that the user was asked in order to determine if their answer was correct.

What is the SIMPLEST way to implement this requirement?

Explanation:

The correct answer is B

https://developer.amazon.com/docs/app-submission/manage-account-and-

permissions.html#add_other_users

] A. Persistent Attributes

] B. Session Attributes

] C. Storing state is not supported

] D. Amazon S3

Option A is incorrect. The attributes do not need to be persisted into the next session so this adds a

bit more complexity than option B

Option B is correct. Session Attributes can store state within a session and is perfect for this

scenario.

Option C is incorrect. Storing state is supported via session attributes.

Option D is incorrect. Amazon S3 could store state, but the setup would be a bit more complicated

than using Session Attributes.

Question: 2

A Skill Builder is implementing the help section of their skill and notices that a few phrases don’t trigger 

the built-in AMAZON.HelpIntent.

What is the EASIEST way to implement these phrases to trigger the help section?

] A. Replace the built-in intent with a custom intent.

] B. Add sample utterances to the built-in AMAZON.HelpIntent.



] C.

] D.

Create an additional intent that includes ONLY the sample utterances that weren’t
working and then in the code of the skill map the new intent to the help section.

Submit a ticket to Alexa Support requesting them to add your phrases to the
AMAZON.HelpIntent

Explanation:

The correct answer is B

https://developer.amazon.com/docs/custom-skills/implement-the-built-in-intents.html#extending

Option A is incorrect. While this is a possible option, it is not the EASIEST option. Also, this creates

inconsistent experiences for users who are used to the built-in AMAZON.HelpIntent

Option B is correct. Extending the built-in intent is recommended to increase a unified experience

across Alexa Skills.

Option C is incorrect. This is not the simplest option because this requires model updates and code

updates.

Option D is incorrect. This is not necessary to extend a built-in intent. Adding sample utterances is

all that is required.

Question: 3

Which of the following statements is NOT correct with respect to the Marketer role in the Alexa 

Developer Console?

] A. A Marketer can edit images and descriptions for skills

] B. A Marketer can access the Payments and Earnings section

] C. A Marketer can access sales reports

] D. A Marketer can create IAPs

Explanation:

The correct answer is B.

Option A is incorrect because editing images and descriptions for skills is allowed permission for a

Marketer.

Option B is correct because a Marketer is not allowed to access the Payments and Earnings section.

https://developer.amazon.com/docs/app-submission/manage-account-and-

permissions.html#add_other_users

Option C is incorrect because accessing sales reports is allowed permission for a Marketer.

Option D is incorrect because creating IAPs is allowed permission for a Marketer.



Question: 4

A Skill Builder is architecting a smart home skill that can unlock and lock a padlock.

Which of the following considerations are required?

Explanation:

The correct answer is B

] A. The user must provide at least a 4-digit pin to UNLOCK and LOCK the padlock

] B. The user must provide at least a 4-digit pin to UNLOCK the padlock

] C. The padlock must be Certified as “Works with Alexa”

] D.
You must submit your business as an IoT Developer before you create your first
Smart Home skill.

Option A is incorrect because the 4-digit pin is only required for unlocking.

Option B is correct because a 4-digit pin is required for unlocking a smart device.

https://developer.amazon.com/docs/custom-skills/security-testing-for-an-alexa-

skill.html#cert-unlock

Option C is incorrect because device certification is not a requirement for a smart home skill.

https://developer.amazon.com/docs/smarthome/understand-the-smart-home-skill-

api.html#prerequisites-to-smart-home-skill-development

Option D is incorrect because anyone can create a smart home skill.

https://developer.amazon.com/docs/smarthome/understand-the-smart-home-skill-

api.html#who-can-develop-smart-home-skills-for-alexa

Question: 5

Which of the following statements is NOT true about Beta Testing?

] A. The beta version is live for a maximum of 90 days

] B. You may invite up to 500 testers

] C. A Skill Developer can request feedback from the beta users

] D. Only skills that do not have a “Live” version are able to use beta tests



Explanation:

The correct answer is D

Option A is incorrect because this is a valid feature for Beta Testing

Option B is incorrect because this is a valid feature for Beta Testing

Option C is incorrect because this is a valid feature for Beta Testing

Option D is correct because skills can have a Live version and still use the beta testing tool.

https://developer.amazon.com/docs/custom-skills/skills-beta-testing-for-alexa-

skills.html#use-the-skill-beta-testing-tool-for-a-beta-version-of-a-live-skill




